
 

Chapter II. 

第二章 
◤ Evolution of CARAC Token 

The CARAC Token will be a governance token within the “Jyanna World” platform. 

 J It will be deployed in the Jyanna World metaverse as a communication 

platform. 

 

◤ 

 

Avatars exist as communication tools in Jyanna World (meta-space), and 

avatars include two different types, as shown below. 

A: Avatars generated by chat GPT that transmit information, 

B: Avatars that collect information and communicate as users. 



"Premium tickets" are required to obtain free access to avatars created in Jyanna 

World (meta-space), and the users can purchase these premium tickets with CARAC 

Tokens. Avatars are managed on the blockchain and can be bought and sold on the NFT 

platform. 

 Jyanna World is developed as a communication platform for live entertainment 

distribution. 

∟ Live Streaming with Item Gifts 

Domestic idols (Livers; Live Distributors) receive messages of support and requests 

from their fans via chat. 



In response to the requests (singing, dancing, etc.) sending from their fans, the 

system allows the Livers to receive items as gifts from the fans and are rewarded. 

Fans can purchase items to present for idols (Livers) with credit cards, QR code 

payment, or virtual currency, but special items (level-up items...etc.) can only be 

purchased with CARAC Token. The reward rate (%) increases when fans present 

special items as gifts, so idols (Livers) always request special items from their fans. 

Livers will receive 70% of the item gift amount as rewards on days when a special 

item is gifted and 55% on days when it is not. 

∟ Live Concert Streaming

Concerts of domestic and international artists will be streamed live simultaneously. 

Fans can pay the admission fee at Jyanna World and watch the live concert seaming. 

Fans can send messages of support to the artists through chat. 

After the concert, the artist returns to the backstage area and provides fan service 

to the fans, such as giving feedback on the concert to the camera installed in the 

backstage area. Fans who want to receive a personal message from the artist, such 

as being called by name, compete for the amount of preset items. 



Fans will need premium tickets, which can only be purchased through CARAC 

Token, to view the cameras set up backstage at the end of the concert

∟ Live Streaming from Sightseeing Spots

You can set up cameras at tourist attractions in Japan (castles, shrines, etc.) and 

stream live. The start and end of the live streaming can be controlled by the 

distributor (souvenir store, etc.) by logging in and logging out. 

Those who want to catch up on information can directly obtain information about 

local conditions and stores from the live feed. For example, crowds, weather 

conditions...etc. 

In order to watch the live feed from the specially placed cameras, users will need 

a premium ticket, which can only be purchased through CARAC Token. Live feeds 

from specially placed cameras are live feeds from event venues and other locations. 



◤ Joint Platform 

  The meta-space platform developed as Jyanna World is a system that allows visitors 

to come and go from websites and applications other than entertainment, hot spring 

resorts, game centers, and so on. 

◤ 

◤ Governance Token CARAC  

CARAC Token is a token that is required to receive one of the top services (VIP Service) 

within Jyanna World. 

◤ 

◤ Purchase CARAC Token 

  Users purchase CARAC Token not on the market (exchange) but by charging their 

balance to the Payment Wallet provided by Jyanna World (provided by MediaBank) with 

a credit card or QR code payment and exchanging it for CARAC Token at the market 

value. After the exchange, the balance (legal currency of each country) will be applied 

to the purchase on the market (xt.com). 

◤ 

◤ The Developer's Vision 

Blockchain, cryptocurrency, metaverse, and Web3 have evolved greatly, and 

many people are now using them. We believe that the number of users will further 

increase, and services will be developed more and more in the metaverse space. 

Therefore, the CARAC Team aimed to create a "Mixed Reality" = a combination of 



virtuality and reality by connecting a virtual communication platform called Jyanna 

World and actual live streaming. 

In the world we have created, CARAC Token is a principal governance token and 

a necessary coin (Token) to receive many services. 

We, CARAC Team, will provide more "interesting" services (platform) in 

cooperation with many companies. 

◤ 

 


